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Abstract
Contemporary climate studies are quite numerous, and the topic in general has become politically charged,
where opposing political interests have generated juxtaposed studies with contradictory results despite near
unanimous acceptance of the fact the planet is warning. One emotionally charged issue is whether the increase is
man-made or naturally occurring. This study avoids political pitfalls and controversial postulations, instead
seeking to add to the literature a mathematical catastrophe analysis based on derivative modelling and
extrapolation to deduce whether an unexpected (sudden) rise or fall in dynamic global atmospheric temperatures
(e.g. an ice age) is predicted by the dynamic atmospheric temperature data. The study concludes that
extrapolations of a derivative model encounter an unstable equilibrium point at the end of this century leading to
a prediction of the potential for a sudden, dramatic increase in global average temperatures. The author takes
care not to make controversial predictions, instead merely follows the mathematical facts where they lead: The
potential for a catastrophe if the unnamed causes of global temperature increases remain unaddressed.
Keywords: optimal modeling, derivative modeling, catastrophe analysis, deterministic artificial intelligence,
global warming, climate change, heat wave, climate models
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
Univariate time series techniques presented in (Romilly, Peter, 2005) to model the properties of a global mean
temperature dataset in order to develop a parsimonious forecasting model allows managerial decision-making
over the short-term horizon. The estimation results confirmed the findings of a number of previous studies,
namely that global mean temperatures increased significantly throughout the 20th century.
1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem
The definitive study (Vermeer, M., & Rahmstorf, S., 2009) was published by the National Academy of Sciences
revealing a simple relationship linking global sea-level variations on time scales of decades to centuries to global
mean temperature. This relationship was tested on synthetic data from a global climate model for the past
millennium and the next century (1880–2000), and the results affirmed prior studies.
1.3 Describe Relevant Scholarship
The causes of the rise of global average temperature in (Ring, M., Lindner, D., Cross, E., & Schlesinger, M.,
2009) was illustrated by using two independent methods to analyze the temperature measurements: Singular
Spectrum Analysis and Climate Model Simulation. The concurrence of the results of the two methods, each
using 13 additional years of temperature measurements from 1998 through 2010, shows humanity (not nature)
has increased the Earth’s global temperature since the 19th century. According to the study, humanity is also
responsible for the most recent period of warming from 1976 to 2010. Internal climate variability is primarily
responsible for the early 20th century warming from 1904 to 1944 and the subsequent cooling from 1944 to 1976.
The impacts of global warming and climate change via an increase in average global temperatures were studied
in (Singh, B., & Onkar, S., 2012), postulating natural events and human activities are main contributors to such
increases in average global temperatures, for example rising emissions of carbon dioxide from vehicles, factories
and power stations, emissions of carbon dioxide due to our use of fossil energy in general together leading to an
estimated temperature increase by 2 to 6o Celsius by the year 2100, They conclude the rise in planetary average
temperatures are primarily caused by increases in “greenhouse” gases such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Nitrous
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oxide (NOX), Sulphur dioxide (SO2), Hydrogen etc.
1.4 State Hypotheses and Their Correspondence to Research Design
Following the definitive study by the National Academy of Science affirming the rise in global average
temperatures and subsequent studies illustrating impacts, man-made causes, and correlating the temperature
increase to specific chemical constituents, this manuscript investigates the potential for a sudden, precipitous
catastrophic temperature rise by invoking system modeling from deterministic artificial intelligence as well as
mathematical catastrophe analysis of derivative models. Catastrophe theory assumes a slow dynamic acts on the
dominant fast dynamic indicated by the data. The slow dynamic can shift the curves of system models slowly
until the derivative models cross zero, resulting in creation of a system equilibrium point. If the equilibrium point
is stable, the temperature rise will suddenly cease, while an unstable equilibrium point indicates the potential for
a precipitous, unexpected spike in temperatures akin a stock market crash. Catastrophe theory requires
mathematical models, so the general method of deterministic artificial intelligence provides these dynamic
atmospheric temperature models by first calculating optimal system models, then invoking the certainty
equivalence principle to utilize the optimal models for atmospheric dynamics for predication of future conditions.
Initial prediction by simple extrapolation sets the expectation for subsequent differentiation of dynamic
atmospheric temperature models for catastrophe analysis. This application of the general method of deterministic
artificial intelligence has proven effective for several classes systems (to be described in the next paragraph), and
this manuscript uses the same techniques for predication of dynamic atmospheric temperature.
2. Method
2.1 Self-Awareness
Nonlinear adaptive identification and control techniques developed for space systems (Sands, T., Lorenz, R.
2009) (Sands, T., 2012) (Nakatani, S., 2014) (Sands, T., 2015) (Nakatani, S., 2016) (Sands, T., 2017) (Nakatani,
S., 2018) (Smeresky, B., & Rizzo, A., 2018) (Baker, K., Cooper, M., Heidlauf, P., & Sands, T., 2018) (Heidlauf,
P., & Cooper, M., 2017) permitted innovative, new space missions (Sands, T., 2009) (Sands, T., 2018) (Sands, T.,
Lu, D., Chu, J., & Cheng, B., 2018) by utilizing the governing physics (motion mechanics) to establish the
deterministic self-awareness equations (math models to be adapted during operations). These techniques were
initially applied merely to system identification for control, they quickly proved their efficacy applied to a
myriad of component systems, both mechanical (Sands, T., Lu, D., Chu, J., & Cheng, B., 2018) (Sands, T., Kim,
J., & Agrawal, B., 2006) (Sands, T., 2007). (Kim, J., Sands, T., & Agrawal, B., 2007). (Sands, T., Kim, J., &
Agrawal, B., 2009) (Sands, T., Kim, J., & Agrawal, B., 2012) (Sands, T., Kim, J., & Agrawal, B., 2016)
(Agrawal, B., Kim, J., & Sands, T., 2017) (Sands, T., Kim, J., & Agrawal, B., 2018) and electrical (Cooper, M.,
Heidlauf, P., & Sands, T., 2017), culminating in a generalized methodology (Sands, T., 2017) of deterministic
artificial intelligence. Applying the general methodology (referred to as deterministic artificial intelligence) to a
disparate application, the key distinguishing feature is the choice of self-awareness equations. In the case of
electrical systems (Cooper, M., Heidlauf, P., & Sands, T., 2017), the governing physics (electro-mechanics)
established the math models.
Following successful application of the general methodology to a wide range of applications (Sands, T., &
Kenny, T., 2017) (Sands, T., 2017) from piezo-electrics to sensors (Sands, T., 2018). and even digital
manufacturing (Sands, T., & Armani, C., 2018), the method most recently proved effective on time-series data
(Sands, T., 2017) (Sands, T., 2018) for the sale of electric vehicles. Ref (Sands, T., & Armani, C., 2018)
compares more than one dozen variations of establishing self-awareness statements. Several of the methods
utilize the underlying materials mechanics, while several other methods used standard 2-norm optimal curve
fitting. Application to electrical vehicles sales in ref (Sands, T., 2017) (Sands, T., 2018) used standard curve
fitting to establish the mathematical models, but then differentiated those models to permit catastrophe analysis
to investigate the possibility of a sudden, dramatic change in the sales data caused by a slow-moving dynamic
that drives the optimal mathematical models to an equilibrium point. In that case, a stable equilibrium point
(resulting in sales dramatically falling to rest at zero) was the potential disaster.
Building on that success, this manuscript seeks to investigate the potential for a sudden catastrophic rise in
dynamic atmospheric global average temperatures by first articulating system identification techniques for
modeling to provide intuition, followed by derivative system analysis seeking future unstable equilibrium points.
In this instance, unstable equilibrium points would indicate a sudden, dramatic rise (as opposed to a fall as seen
with stable equilibrium points).
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Figure 1. Deterministicc artificial intellligence processses
2.2 Controol
The motivvation for findding the right self-awarenesss equations lies in the usee of those equuations for pro
ocess
control and decision-maaking. Establishh control equaations by invokking the certaiinty equivalennce principle. Since
S
that term hhas different definitions
d
in ddisparate scienntific fields, a ddefinition in ccontext of optim
mal estimation
n and
optimal coontrol follows.
Certainty equivalence principle:
p
the ooptimal controol is exactly thhe same as it would be if aall unknowns were
known andd took values equal to their linear least sqquare estimatess (equivalentlyy, their conditiional means) based
b
upon obserrvations up to time t.
2.3 Disturbb
After makking decision and
a implementting process coontrols, naturaal processes diisturb the proccess away from
m the
idealized ssituation. Thesse disturbancees are not restrricted to slow--moving dynam
mics associateed with catastrrophe
analysis.
2.4 Observve
Process obbservation is keey to driving ttowards the desired solution of the system equations. Esppecially in the cited
references, the control iss formulated eexplicitly usingg the self-awarreness equatioons, so the actiion taken to co
orrect
the decisiion making process
p
flow ffrom observattions of unexxpected results followed byy adaption off the
self-awareeness equationns. The certainty equivalennce principle applies to tthe observatioon as well ass the
correction//adaption stepss of the determ
ministic artificiial intelligencee process.
2.5 Correcct/Adapt Self-A
Awareness
Observatioons are used (by any chossen mathematiical method) to correct thee self-awareneess equations,, and
afterwardss the new, updaated self-awareeness equationns are used for process controol actions as beefore.
2.6 Determ
ministic Artificcial Intelligencce Applied to G
Global Temperaature Data
Using aveerage global teemperature daata (GISS Surrface Temperaature Analysiss,2018) taken from the Nattional
Aeronauticcs and Space Administration, optimal sysstem modelingg produces sevveral models oof increasing order
o
and increaasing confidence. This methoodology matchhes the methodds of establishhing self-awareeness equation
ns for
both digitaal manufacturinng and for tim
me-series electrical vehicle saales.
2.7 Catasttrophe Analysiss
Intuition ccomes from tim
me-propagationn of the optim
mal system moddels via a simpple mathematical approach. With
this slightt intuition (laccking any slow-moving dyn
ynamic), time-differentiationn of the optim
mal system mo
odels
reveals thee rate of increaase, but also thhe existence off equilibrium points is soughtt. Catastrophe analysis uses these
derivative forms and im
mposes a slow
w-changing ddynamic on thhe equation, w
while monitorring the effectts on
potential eequilibrium pooints. Evaluatioon of equilibriium points as sstable or unstaable indicate ccessation in the
e rise
of averagee global temperatures or allternatively thee potential forr a sudden caatastrophic tem
mperature incrrease,
respectivelly. Least squaares in sectioon 3.1 revealss optimal selff-awareness eqquations, and these modelss are
differentiaated in section 3.2 to producee the mathemattical models used in catastroophe analysis.
3
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Figure 2. Sample evaluation of equilibrium points taken from (Sands, T., 2017) as self-awareness equation
parameters are varied by an un-articulated slow-moving dynamic
Notice in Figure 2, normal application of catastrophe analysis imposes an known, slowly changing dynamic
acting on the self-awareness parameters. The study in (Sands, T., 2017) determined that the b parameter was
most sensitive to changes, and those changes resulted in potential creation of stable and unstable equilibrium
points. In this research, it shall be seen that a slow-moving dynamic is not necessary. Upon time-derivative of the
self-awareness equations, the possibility of equilibrium point creation will be immediately apparent.
3. Results
In the Results section, summarize the collected data and the analysis performed on those data relevant to the
discourse that is to follow. Report the data in sufficient detail to justify your conclusions. Mention all relevant
results, including those that run counter to expectation; be sure to include small effect sizes (or statistically
nonsignificant findings) when theory predicts large (or statistically significant) ones. Do not hide uncomfortable
results by omission. Do not include individual scores or raw data with the exception, for example, of single-case
designs or illustrative examples. In the spirit of data sharing (encouraged by APA and other professional
associations and sometimes required by funding agencies), raw data, including study characteristics and
indivldual effect sizes used in a meta -analysis, can be made available on supplemental online archives.
Following the methods described in section 2, section 3.1 begins with enumeration of the optimal system models
for equations of increasing order and coefficient of determination for current data followed by extrapolation of
the data to predict behavior of the models throughout this century. Next, in section 3.2 optimal derivative models
are developed to permit mathematical catastrophe analysis, where equilibrium points of the derivative models are
sought and evaluated as stable or non-stable.
3.1 Optimal System Equations
Well known 2-norm optimization procedures (Sands, T., 2017) (Sands, T., 2018) are used to fit the recorded data
to equations of increasing order. Linear (1st order) equations reveal the general trend of the data, while
increasingly sophisticated equations account for higher order dynamics.
3.1.1 Years 1880-2018
Equations 1-6 display the optimal models for equations of increasing mathematical order, while the respective
coefficients of determination are shown in table 1. The recorded data together with the model-predicted data are
displayed together in figure 1, where the coefficient of determination, indicating how well observed outcomes
are replicated by the model, based on the proportion of total variation of outcomes explained by the model, as
listed in table 1. At this point, we see that no notable accuracy improvement results from increasing model order
from 5 to 6. Thus, nominal time-series analysis of the data would indicate the 5th order model is sufficient, and
no precipitous temperature increase seems likely. Both assertions will prove incorrect section 3.2 will use
catastrophe analysis of derivative models, illustrating the justification for merely asserting that time-series
analysis in this manuscript merely provides a context for subsequent analysis, as opposed to being the basis of
conclusions about the data. In the equations in this manuscript, T is the average monthly global temperature in a
4
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Table 1. Coefficient of determination,

Note.

order
1st o

2nd order

3rd orderr

4th o
order

5th order

6th order

0.77992

0.8843

0.9037

0.99054

0.9143

0.9143

≡1

3.1.2 Yearrs 1880-2100
Simple exxtrapolation off equations (1)-(6) to the eend of the cenntury providess some initial insight to set our
expectations for more soophisticated caatastrophe anallysis, and the results are dispplayed in figuree 2. The “raw data”
d
is extrapollated simply byy using the 1stt order slope aas the rate of chhange to prediict the next moonths expected
d raw
data. Noticce the 4th ordeer system moddel seems to inndicate a precipitous drop inn temperatures at the turn of
o the
century, w
while the 5th order
o
system m
model predictss a continued steady climb. The 6th orderr system equa
ations
indicate a pprecipitous rise in temperatuures at the turn of the century. Later, in sectiion 3.2 attentioon will be draw
wn on
the results of catastrophee analysis on thhe optimal derrivative models of 3rd, 4th, 5thh, and 6th orderr.

Figuree 1. Optimal syystem models oof increasing oorder for the yeears 1880-2018
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Figuure 2. Extrapollated optimal ssystem equatioons for modelss of increasing order for yearrs 1880-2100
3.2 Optimaal Derivative Models
M
Time-diffeerentiation (wiith respect to years) of equuations (1)-(6)) produce equations (7)-(12). These equa
ations
represent tthe time-rate-oof-change of thhe temperaturee data. An impoortant notion oof catastrophe analysis is the seek
equilibrium
m points of thee derivative moodels, and subssequently evaluuate the stabilitty or instabilityy of the equilib
brium
points. Cattastrophe analyysis assumes ann unknown sloow-dynamic accting on the dom
minant fast-dyynamic embodiied in
equations (1)-(6). This slow-dynamicc can cause a system that w
was climbing to (for exampple) reach a stable
s
equilibrium
m point unexpeectedly. The sttable equilibriuum point wouldd cause a catasstrophic and unnexpected fall in
i the
data, despiite a steady clim
mb leading up to the point beefore the equilibbrium point is encountered. T
The opposite iss also
possible, w
where a steadiily falling sysstem could enccounter an unnstable equilibrrium point thaat causes a su
udden
(surprisingg), catastrophicc increase.
0.0094
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30
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10

10
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0.322
24
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21
24
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10 Y
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10
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9
0..0004
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0.8
8313

(9)
98
274.9

0.0732

(10)
46367

833
3.74Y

334168

(11)
2)
(12

3.2.1 Yearrs 1880-2018
The resultts of equationss (9)-(12) are plotted in figgure 3 for the highest four oorders of equaations. Catastrrophe
analysis is normally reseerved for modeels of third-ordeer form (at leasst) whose derivvatives are therrefore second order
o
at least (annd therefore wee commence w
with equation 99). None of thee derivative moodels in figure 3 cross zero, so
s no
equilibrium
m points have been seen in thhe years 1880--2018. Notice tthat even a draamatic slow-dyynamic impose
ed on
the system
m would not likkely produce eequilibrium pooints, since shiifting the curvves slightly higgher/lower (or even
dramaticallly higher/loweer) would not rresult in zero-ccrossings.
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(b)) Fifth and sixtth order derivaative models

Figure 3. Optimal deerivative models: equations ((10) and (11) aare read using tthe second y-aaxes on the righ
ht
3.2.2 Yearrs 1880-2100
Next, derivvative models are extrapolaated to the endd of the centuryy as displayedd in figure 4a. Notice that ev
ven a
dramatic sslow-dynamic imposed on thhe systems in figure 4a wouuld not likely pproduce equilibbrium points, since
shifting the curves slighttly higher/loweer (or even draamatically highher/lower) wouuld not result iin zero-crossings. It
is interestiing to note the fourth order syystem model w
whose third ordder derivative fform reveals a steadily increa
asing
temperaturre throughout the entire cenntury, but doess not cross zerro, and thus dooes not encounnter an equilib
brium
point (eithher stable or unnstable). Thus a realistic preddiction would be steady tem
mperature rise, but no catastro
ophe.
On the othher hand, figurre 4b displays a zero-crossinng (even withoout imposition of a slow-movving dynamic), and
therefore aan equilibrium
m point are enncountered. Iff the points iss unstable, a ccatastrophic, uunexpectedly sharp
s
increase inn temperature would
w
be indiccated as a poteential at the endd of the centurry. Figure 5 illuustrates that in
ndeed
the equilibbrium point is unstable.
u

(a) Third and
a fourth ord
der models

(b) Fifth and sixth ord
der models

Figuure 4. Extrapolaated optimal dderivative modeels: equations (10) and (11)
are rread using the second y-axess on the right
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Figure 5. Unstable equuilibrium pointt in the year 20096
4. Discusssion
The resultts of this ressearch further reinforce maany previous studies but ggo further to reveal a pote
ential
catastrophhe just prior too the turn off the century (assuming thee causes listedd in the referrences remain,, e.g.
hydrocarboon fuel use, acccumulation off carbon dioxidde, and others)). All models innvestigated illuustrate consisttently
increasing temperaturess, while the derivative m
model with thhe highest coonfidence indiicates an unsstable
equilibrium
m point that could
c
lead to a jump discoontinuity, wheere a seeminggly unexplaineed sudden spik
ke in
temperaturre was revealed by catastrophe analysis off the average gllobal temperatture data since the year 1880.
Future research should include
i
effortss to correlate ccauses of tempperature increaase to the variaable coefficien
nts in
the modelss, leading to thhe ability take the most effecctive correctivee actions to avvoid the catastrrophe. This is a key
second steep in determinnistic artificial intelligence m
methods, especcially when thhe dynamics attmospheric mo
odels
are derivedd using empiriical data (invoking the certaiinly equivalence principle); instead of usinng dynamic mo
odels
from physsics-based equuations, where certainty equiivalence is unnnecessary. Fuurthermore, perriodic repetitio
on of
the catastrrophe analysis should be perrformed with nnewly evolvingg data to moniitor the slowly changing dyn
namic
associatedd with catastropphe theory.
4.1 Futuree Research
The formaative research does
d
not analyyze estimation errors of the ppolynomial coeefficients, insttead merely accepts
very high correlation coefficients
c
(exceeding 0.9)) as indicationns of very high correlationn (yet not cau
usal).
Interestingg future researrch also includdes investigatioon of the efficcacy of penalizzed splines repplacing polyno
omial
forms. Whhile this reseaarch has its bbasis in deterrministic (non-stochastic) arrtificial intelliigence method
ds, it
remains off interest to coompare these rresults to a staastistical studyy of the errors and uncertaintty to aid the re
eader
ascertain rreliability of coonclusions indiicated here.
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